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Abstract

A novel key distribution scheme with time-limited node revocation is proposed for secure group communications in
wireless sensor networks. The proposed scheme offers two important security properties: the seal-healing re-keying message
distribution which features periodic one-way re-keying with implicitly authentication, efficient tolerance for the lost re-
keying messages, and seamless Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) switch without disrupting ongoing data transmissions;
and the time-limited dynamic node attachment and detachment, so that both forward and backward secrecy is assured
by dual directional hash chains. It is shown that the communication and computation overhead of the proposed protocol
is light, and the protocol is robust under poor communication channel quality and frequent group node topology change.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
have attracted great attention from both academia
and industry recently. Secure group communication
is increasingly used as an efficient communication
method for group-oriented applications in WSNs.
Communications within each sensor node group
should not be eavesdropped by other groups or
malicious nodes. Given the open nature of broad-
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cast channel, the combination of group communica-
tion and WSNs is more susceptible to unauthorized
access. Thus, it is required to provide the confiden-
tiality in group communications so that non-legiti-
mate nodes are prevented from having access to
the secret content, whereas only legitimate nodes
can decrypt the multicast data even if the data is
broadcast to the entire network. Traffic Encryption
Key (TEK), a symmetric key, is used to encrypt data
by the source and decrypt them by the destination
[1]. Moreover, considering the dynamic node topol-
ogy due to nodes’ attachment and detachment, it is
necessary to refresh the TEK to prevent the
detached node from accessing future communica-
tions and the newly attached node from accessing
previous communications. Group Key Manager
.
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(GKM), which is located in sensor network control-
ler, is responsible for distributing re-keying
messages to the nodes in the group securely by
encrypting them using the Key Encrypting Key
(KEK) [2].

The TEK is updated by trigging a re-keying
process after a node attaches to or detaches from
an active group session. The process ensures that a
new node cannot decrypt previous multicast data,
and prevents a detached node from eavesdropping
future multicast data. Since each node topology
change triggers a new re-keying process, TEK renew
messages may impact the performance and scalabil-
ity when node topology frequently changes.

A number of approaches have been proposed to
efficiently tackle the scalability problem of key
distribution with high dynamic node topology.
Some surveys are available in [3,4]. Considering
the interdependency of re-keying messages for revo-
cation, group key distribution scheme with revoca-
tion can be classified into two distinct classes:
stateless or stateful scheme. In stateful scheme
[5,6], a legal node’s state in the current re-keying will
affect its ability to decrypt future group keys. How-
ever, the group re-keying in a stateless scheme [6–9],
relies only on current re-keying message and the
node’s initial configuration. A non-revoked node
can decrypt the new TEK independently from the
previous re-keying messages without contacting
the GKM, even if the node is off-line for a while.
The property makes stateless scheme more useful
in scenarios where some nodes are not constantly
on-line or suffer from burst packet losses.

In addition to re-keying and the node revocation,
some recent works address the self-healing issue that
a group node can recover the missed session keys
from the latest re-keying message on its own. Based
on two-dimension t-degree polynomials, a self-heal-
ing group key distribution scheme is first presented
in [10] and improved in [11,12].

Typically, group key distribution protocols for
WSNs should take both security and service quality
into consideration. The basic security requirements
include [3,4] (1) Group confidentiality: nodes that
are not the part of the group should not have access
to any key that can decrypt any data broadcast to
the group. (2) Forward secrecy: a node that
detaches from the group should not have access
to any future keys so that it cannot decrypt future
data. (3) Backward secrecy: a new node that
attaches to the session should not have access to
any old key so that it cannot decrypt previous data.
The impaired channel usually results in scheme
failure if nodes cannot communicate with GKM.
The dynamics of the node topology also increase
service disruption probability, since some nodes
may lose connections temporarily. Hence, it is
required to offer a reliable re-keying process with
sufficient small number and size of re-keying mes-
sages. In addition, the re-keying scheme must not
require either a large number of storage keys or high
computation overhead at GKM or the nodes in the
group.

In this paper, we propose an efficient self-healing
group key scheme with time-limited node revocation
based on dual directional hash chains (DDHC),
which assures forward and backward secrecy, in high
packet loss environment. Comparing with existing
literature, the scheme offers a practical seal-healing
method and an implicit node revocation algorithm
with lightweight computation and communication
overhead, favouring the group application scenarios
in WSNs which employ dynamic node topology and
broadcast channel with high packet loss or error rate.
The TEK is re-keyed periodically instead of on every
node topology change. Periodic or batch re-keying
can remarkably reduce both the computation and
communication overhead at the GKM and the
nodes, and thus improve the scalability and perfor-
mance of key distribution protocols. The proposed
scheme also offers seamless TEK refreshment without
disrupting the ongoing data transmission. The per-
formance of the proposed scheme under poor broad-
cast channel condition is evaluated by both analysis
and numerical results. It is shown that the proposed
scheme can tolerate high channel loss rate, and hence
make a good balance between performance and secu-
rity, which is suitable for WSN applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the basic principle of time-limited group
node revocation and self-healing method are intro-
duced. In Section 3, the proposed self-healing group
key distribution protocol for wireless sensor net-
works is described in detail. In Section 4, the security
and the performance analysis are presented, respec-
tively, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2. Self-healing and time-limited node revocation

2.1. One-way hash chain

We first introduce the concept of one-way hash
function, which is the foundation of dual directional
hash chain (DDHC). A hash function takes a binary
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string of arbitrary length as input, and outputs a
binary string of fixed length. A one-way function
H satisfies the following two properties: (1) given
x, it is easy to compute y such thaty = H(x); (2)
given y, it is computationally infeasible to com-
putexsuch thaty = H(x).

A one-way hash chain is a sequence of hash
values {xn, . . .,x j, . . .,x0} such that {xjj"j: 0 < j 6

n, xj�1 = H(xj)}. The random xn is a secret seed of
the one-way hash chain. Thus, there exists the
following relation: x1 = H(x2) = � � � = Hn�2(xn�1) =
Hn�1(xn).

Due to the one-way property of hash function H,
given xi, it is computationally infeasible to calculate
xj (j < i), but is easy to compute any xj (j > i) with
xj = Hj�i(xi).

2.2. Dual directional hash chains

A dual directional hash chain (DDHC) is com-
posed of two one-way hash chains with equal
length, a forward hash chain KF and a backward
hash chain KB. It can be derived as follows: (1) gen-
erating two random key seed values, KF

0 and KB
0 , for

forward and backward hash chains with the size
z + 1, respectively; (2) repeatedly applying the same
one-way function on each seed to produce two hash
chains of equal length z + 1. The dual hash
sequences are generated as KF

0 ;HðKF
0 Þ; . . . ;H i

�
ðKF

0 Þ; . . . ;H zðKF
0 Þg and KB

0 ;HðKB
0 Þ; . . . ;HiðKB

0 Þ;
�

. . . ;H zðKB
0 Þg.

2.3. Time-limited node revocation scheme

The concept of node revocation can be described
as follows. Let N be the set of all possible group
nodes, and R the set of revoked nodes, where
R � N. The group node revocation is required to
offer a secure way for GKM to transmit re-keying
messages over a broadcast channel shared by all
nodes so that any node Ui 2 {NnR} can decrypt
Fig. 1. Time-limited node revo
the re-keying message, whereas the nodes in R

cannot decrypt re-keying message.
The proposed time-limited group node revoca-

tion scheme is implemented by DDHC. Let z denote
the lifecycle of the group communication system.
Then the maximum number of time periods is
z + 1. Without loss of generality, assume that z is
an integer, i.e., the system starts at time 0 and ends
at time z. We argue that this constrain on the
maximum number of time periods should not be
considered as a limitation in a group communication.

During the system lifecycle, when a node attaches
to an active group, the GKM assigns the pair
H t1ðKF

0 Þ;Hz�t2ðKB
0 Þ

� �
to the new node according to

its prearranged lifecycle (t1, t2). Due to the DDHC,
once a node’s lifecycle is expired, it is forced to
detach from the group session without requiring
the direct intervention of the GKM.

The application of the DDHC in time-limited
node revocation mechanism is shown in Fig. 1.
The range of hash keys hidden from the group node
with the lifecycle (t1, t2) are presented with grey
background. The forward hash chain guarantees
the backward secrecy. A new node that participates
in the group communication at time t1 cannot calcu-
late the previous hash keys KF

0 ;HðKF
0 Þ; . . . ;

�
H t1�1ðKF

0 Þg before t1 because of the property of
one-way hash function. Similarly, the backward
hash chain guarantees the forward secrecy. Once a
node detaches from the group session at time t2, it
cannot compute the subsequent hash keys

H z�t2�1ðKB
0 Þ;H z�t2�2ðKB

0 Þ; . . . ;KB
0

� �
after t2.

For a group system with lifecycle (0, z), the traffic
encryption key (TEK) at time x is defined as a func-
tion of x, HxðKF

0 Þ, H z�xðKB
0 Þ, and RKi, respectively,

TEKi ¼ f H xðKF
0 Þ;H z�xðKB

0 Þ;RKi

� �
; ð1Þ

where 0 6 x 6 z, and RKi denotes the ith re-keying
message from GKM, which will be described later.

Due to the one-way property of the DDHC, a
group node with H t1ðKF

0 Þ;Hz�t2ðKB
0 Þ

� �
is restricted
cation based on DDHC.
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Fig. 2. Self-healing group key distribution with time-limited node
revocation.
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in accessing the TEKs in the time-range of (t1, t2),
since the group node can only use the pre-assigned
seeds H t1ðKF

0 Þ;H z�t2ðKB
0 Þ

� �
to compute H xðKF

0 Þ and
H z�xðKB

0 Þ as HxðKF
0 Þ ¼ H x�t1 H t1ðKF

0 Þ
� �

and H z�x

ðKB
0 Þ ¼ H t2�x H z�t2ðKB

0 Þ
� �

, respectively. However,
out of the time-range (t1, t2), it cannot compute
H xðKF

0 Þ and Hz�xðKB
0 Þ for x 6 t1 or x P t2. Further-

more, it cannot calculate the TEK at time x either.
Thus, an implicit time-limited node revocation is
implemented. Each group node can only be given
access to a pre-defined contiguous range of the
TEK according to its lifecycle (t1, t2).

2.4. Self-healing re-keying mechanism

Self-healing re-keying mechanism offers equiva-
lent reliable RK transmission over impaired broad-
cast channel. As described above, each legal node
can derive the TEK at time x(0 6 x 6 z) by
TEKi ¼ f HxðKF

0 Þ;H z�xðKB
0 Þ;RKi

� �
, where HxðKF

0 Þ
and Hz�xðKB

0 Þ are not required to be transmitted at
each re-keying. Each node can individually compute
them according to the pre-assigned seeds H t1ðKF

0 Þ;
�

H z�t2ðKB
0 ÞÞ and current time x. RKi is encapsulated

in the re-keying message, which is periodically sent
by the GKM to all nodes.

At the initial phase, the GKM first selects a secret
seed RKn, and then uses the seed to pre-compute a
one-way hash chains {RKiji = 1,2, . . .,n}, where n

is reasonably large. Specifically, the GKM chooses
RKn as the last key in the hash chain and repeatedly
performs the hash function H to compute all the rest
of keys as RKi = H(RKi+1), 0 6 i 6 n � 1. All RKs
satisfies RK0 = H(RK1) = � � � = Hn�2(RKn�1) =
Hn�1(RKn).

In the subsequent re-keying phases, all RKi,
i = 1,2, . . .,n, will be released to all nodes by the
GKM in reverse order, i.e., RK0 will be released
for session 0, RK1 for session 1, . . ., and RKn for
session n, and so on. Given current RKj in the hash
chain, nodes can only use one-way function H to
compute the previous keys {RKij0 6 i 6 j} recur-
sively, however they cannot compute other keys
{RKijj + 1 6 i 6 n}.

Consider that each re-keying message contains
only one RK in current session. Then, though the
re-keying messages may be lost during the transmis-
sion, self-healing can be achieved since the lost RKs
in previous re-keying messages can be recovered by
using the one-way hash function and the last
received RK. Furthermore, the TEK will be success-
fully derived by each node. Thus, the proposed self-
healing scheme can efficiently tolerate high packet
loss or error rate.

3. Proposed group key distribution scheme

We propose a lightweight and robust group key
distribution scheme with time-limited node revoca-
tion to protect the group communications in WSNs.
As shown in Fig. 2, the scheme consists of the two
components: self-healing and TEK switching.

The self-healing mechanism provides a robust
way for tolerating the packet loss in impaired
broadcast channel. On receiving a RefreshKey mes-
sage, each node implicitly verifies the authenticity of
the received RK by using pre-stored RKs. If neces-
sary, the node recovers the lost RKs using the new
RK without requesting GKM to re-transmit them.
The proposed self-healing mechanism relies on the
one-way property of a hash function. Similar mech-
anism is also used in LiSP [13] and lTESLA [14,15].
The proposed mechanism improves (1) efficiency in
that each node only buffers the constant number of
keys, whereas TESLA is required to buffer all the
received messages until the node receives an authen-
tic message; and (2) implicit time-limited node revo-
cation while it is not considered in LiSP.

The TEK Switching module seamlessly switches
the TEK without disrupting ongoing data transmis-
sions. Two key-slots are set up for each node, which
can be operated concurrently. When the RK in one
key-slot is used for data encryption or decryption,
the received new RK will be written into the other
key-slot. At the middle point of the key update
interval, the node switches the active key-slot to
the one with the new RK.

There are three types of signal messages used in
the proposed key distribution scheme: InitGroup-

Key, RequestKey, and RefreshKey, respectively. Init-

GroupKey and RequestKey are unicasted between
GKM and a group node, while RefreshKey is broad-
casted to all group nodes. The InitGroupKey mes-
sage is sent to nodes to initiate re-keying
parameters at the initial phase. The RefreshKey



Algorithm 2. Refresh key timer

01: Function Refresh_Key_Timer(){
02: if (RefreshKeyTimer triggered){
03: Right-shift the key buffer and key-slot;
04: e ++ ; RKw = {the inactive key in the

key slots};
05: }
06: Set active RKs in key slots;
07: Set RefreshKeyTimer to Trefresh;
08: if (e == t) send RequestKey message to

GKM;}
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message periodically broadcasts the next RK in the
key sequence to nodes. The RequestKey message is
used by each node to explicitly request the current
RK in the key sequence. The RequestKey message
will be generated by a node when it fails to receive
RK over t renewal intervals.

3.1. Initial configuration setup

Fig. 3 illustrates how to initialize and refresh the
TEK. At the initial phase, the GKM pre-computes a
one-way RK sequence {RKiji = 1,2, . . .,n} such that
RKi = H(RKi+1), 0 6 i 6 n � 1. Each node Ui keeps
a main Key Encryption Key, KEKi, for InitGroup-

Key message encryption and its authentication. This
secret is shared only between GKM and Ui via
entity authentication. At time tinit, the GKM sends
the following message to Ui.

GKM! U i : EKEKi tkRKtþ2kT refreshkH t1ðKF
0 Þ

��
�kH t2ðKB

0 Þ
�
kMAC tkRKtþ2kT refreshkH t1ðKF

0 ÞkH t2ðKB
0 Þ

� ��
;

where t is the length of RK buffer; Trefresh is the re-
keying period; MAC(Æ) generates a message digest
code using a hash function, e.g., MD5; H t1ðKF

0 Þ
and Hz�t2ðKB

0 Þ are the corresponding seeds in the
DDHC for node Ui with lifecycle (t1, t2).

Algorithm 1. Initial group communication system
01:
 Function Init_TEK (){

02:
 if (Receiving InitGroupKey message){

03:
 Decrypt InitGroupKey to get

{RKt+2,t,T refresh};

04:
 Allocate a key buffer with length t

(kb[1], . . .,kb[t])

and two key-slots (ks[1],ks[2]);
05:
 for (i = 1; i < = t � 1; i ++ ) do

kb[i] = Ht�i(RKt+s);

06:
 ks[2] = Ht(RKt+s); ks[1] = Ht+1(RKt+s);

07:
 RKw = Ht+2(RKt+s);

08:
 Set key ks[1] as the data encryption key;

09:
 Set RefreshKeyTimer to Trefresh /2;}}
Algorithm 3. TEK refreshment and RK recovery
Fig. 3. Initial setup and TEK refreshment.
When node Ui receives the InitGroupKey mes-
sage, it processes this message according to Algo-
rithm 1. Fig. 3 also illustrates how the node copies
RK sequence into its key buffer and key-slots, com-
putes TEK, and seamlessly switches the active TEK

after obtaining RKt+2.
If the timer is expired, each node will trigger the

execution of Algorithm 2, which performs the
right-shift operations so that RK can be automati-
cally renewed at each interval Trefresh. Here, each
node maintains two variables e and RKw.
SentryRKw tracks the most recent futile RK, and
e tracks the number of RK that the node fails to
receive.

3.2. TEK refreshment: re-keying with implicit
authentication

After the initial phase, the GKM periodically dis-
closes the next RK in the pre-computed RK

sequence to all nodes. Assume that the initial phase
ends at time tinit. For the ith re-keying, the GKM
broadcasts RefreshKey message with RKi+t+2, i =
0, . . .,n � t � 2 to all nodes at time tinit + i Æ Trefresh:
GKM!Uj ðj¼ 1; . . . ;mÞ : fETEKiþ1

ðRKiþtþ2;RKiþ1Þg,
where TEKi+1 is the active TEK at the time when
RefreshKey message is broadcasted.
01: Function TEK_Refresh_Recover (){
02: while (RefreshKey message received){
03: Decrypt it with TEKi+1 to get

{RKi+t+2,RKi+1};
04: if (H(RKi+1)5RKw){
05: Discard the rekey message

{ETEKi+1
(RKi+t+2 ,RKi+1)};

06: continue;
07: }



08: RKw = the inactive key in key slots};
09: Right-shift kb[1] = RKi+3 to the inactive

key slot;
10: TEKiþ3 ¼ f H tðKF

0 Þ;H z�tðKB
0 ÞRKiþ3

� �
;

11: for (i = 1; i < = t � 1; i ++ ) do

kb[i]! kb[i � 1];
12: if (e50){/* there are lost RKs */
13: for(j = 0; j < = e; j ++ ) do /* recover

lost RKs */
14: Hj(RKi+t+2)! kb[t � j];
15: e = 0;/* reset value e */}}}

Fig. 4. Self-healing scheme: recovering the lost TEK.
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On receiving the RefreshKey message, each node
processes the message following Algorithm 3. The
TEK can be synchronously renewed with the new
re-keying message (line 10 in Algorithm 3). Due to
the one-way property of RK sequence, the Refresh-

Key message does not need message authentication
code, since the receiver can verify if the received
RK belongs to the same key sequences by checking
H(RKi+1)5RKw. Such implicit authentication nota-
bly decreases the message size.

The computation overhead in re-keying is not
heavy, since it only needs to handle low-cost hash
operations. The communication overhead is also
lightweight, since the proposed key distribution
scheme provides an implicit authentication for re-
keying messages without message retransmissions.

3.3. Recovery of lost TEK

The RefreshKey message provides a self-healing
mechanism to recover the lost RKs. Suppose that
there are r(6t) RKs reserved in the key buffer due
to the previous lost messages, so there are e =
t � r empty slots in the key buffer. Let fRK 0r; . . . ;
RK 01g denote these r RKs in the key buffer {kb[r],. . .,
kb[1]}, respectively. They also belong to the same
RK sequence, and satisfy HðRK 0rÞ ¼ RK 0r�1; . . . ;
HðRK 02Þ ¼ RK 01.

Algorithm 3 also shows the details of the self-
healing mechanism (line 12–15). Upon getting a
RefreshKey message, each node checks if
H(RKi+1) = RKw and uses RKi+t+2 to recover the
lost RKs in the same key sequence if it holds.
Fig. 4 illustrates lost RKs recovery. Assume that a
node receives a RefreshKey with RKt+2. Due to
H(RKt+2) = RKt+1 and e = 0, there are no message
loss. If the re-keying messages are lost in the next
two intervals, e = 2 and there are t � 2 RKs in the
key-buffer. Afterwards, the node receives an authen-
tic RefreshKey message with RKt+5. Since
HðRK�3Þ ¼ RKw, it can recover previous two lost
RKs as RKt+3 = H2(RKt+5) and RKt+2 = H3 (RKt+5).

3.4. Dynamic participation mechanism

The dynamic participation mechanism, as a basic
security requirement, allows that any node can
attach to or detach from the active group while
assuring the freshness of the TEK.

Node attachment: When a node UJoin attaches to
an active group, the corresponding actions (steps)
are described as follows:

1. Step 1: Node UJoin first obtains the permission
to attach to the group communication from
the GKM. If it is successful, UJoin can establish
a common secret KEKi shared with the GKM.
The GKM then sends the current system
configuration to UJoin via an InitGroupKey

message.

GKM! U Join : EKEKJoin
tkRKkkT refreshkH t1ðKF

0 Þ
��

�kH z�t2ðKB
0 Þ
�
kMAC tkRKkkT refreshkH t1ðKF

0 Þ
�

�kH z�t2ðKB
0 Þ
��
;

where H t1ðKF
0 Þ and H z�t2ðKB

0 Þ are the correspond-
ing seeds in the DDHC for UJoin with lifecycle
(t1, t2).

2. Step 2: On receiving InitGroupKey message, UJoin

generates the message following Algorithm 1,
and then attaches to the active group communi-
cation. It can receive the subsequent re-keying
messages and renew the TEK synchronously, as
shown in Algorithm 3.
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Node revocation: Assume that a node TQuit with
lifecycle (t1, t2) detaches from the session at time
t2. It cannot derive the TEK by TEKi ¼ f HxðKF

0 Þ;
�

xHz�xðKB
0 Þ;RKiÞ for x 6 t1 or x P t2. Thus, a time-

limited node revocation is achieved implicitly with-
out the need of intervention from the GKM so that
the communication and the computation overhead
on the GKM and group nodes are remarkably
reduced.

3.5. Re-initialization mechanism

The GKM re-initializes the group communica-
tion system, if (1) all nRKs in the RK sequence have
been used up; and (2) a node has explicitly requested
RK, since more than t RKs are lost. In the former
scenario, all nodes are forced to be re-initialized.
GKM re-computes a new RK sequence fRK 0iji ¼
1; 2; . . . ; ng, and then broadcasts a new InitGroup-

Key message with RK 0tþs to all the nodes. In the
latter scenario, the GKM only sends the requesting
node the InitGroupKey message with current
configuration. The node can then periodically renew
the TEK by the received RefreshKey message.

4. Performance analysis

We analyze the proposed scheme to verify that it
satisfies the security and performance requirements
for secure group communication described in Sec-
tion 1.

4.1. Security analysis

The proposed scheme meets the security require-
ment for forward and backward secrecy, since it can
assure the refreshment of the TEK by periodic or
dynamic re-keying mechanism, when a node
attaches to or detaches from an active group ses-
sion, and when the two cases discussed in 3.5 occur.

The time-limited node revocation algorithm offers
an efficient way to assure forward and backward
secrecy. Assume that a node Ui with lifecycle (t1, t2)
attaches to the session at time t1 and detaches from
the session at time t2. During the lifecycle (t1, t2), Ui

can use its pre-assigned seeds Ht1ðKF
0 Þ;H z�t2ðKB

0 Þ
� �

to compute the respective hash values H xðKF
0 Þ and

Hz�xðKB
0 Þ and derive the TEK at time x as

TEKj ¼ f HxðKF
0 Þ;H z�xðKB

0 Þ;RKj

� �
:

However, when x 6 t1 or x P t2, Ui cannot
derive the corresponding TEK, since it can neither
calculate HxðKF
0 Þ before it joins the group session

(x < t1), nor H z�xðKB
0 Þ after it leaves the group ses-

sion (x > t2) due to the one-way property of DDHC.
Therefore, it is only restricted in access the TEKs in
the time-range of (t1, t2). The forward and backward
secrecy is assured with the time-limited node
revocation.

4.2. Steady Markov state distribution

To evaluate the performance of RK renewal, we
quantify the cost of the communication and compu-
tation overheads when nodes renew TEK.

As shown in Fig. 5, we first apply the Markov
chain to derive the steady-state distributions of
key-buffer states for a node. Then we investigate
the communication and computation overhead.
We assume each occurrence of RK loss is random
and mutually independent. Let state Si denote that
there are i lost RK packets, and thus there are i
empty slots in the key-buffer. The state transition
is triggered by two events: packet lost, or receiving
a re-keying RK packet successfully. Let ps = Pr{RK

message is received}. Without loss of generality, we
also assume that each transmitted message via the
channel has the same loss probability or error rate,
i.e., pl = Pr{RK Message is lost}. The assumption is
reasonable since the channel does not distinguish
the different packets.

Let P(k) denote the steady-state probability of
state Si that there are exactly k empty slots. SincePt

k¼0P ðkÞ ¼ 1, according to the global balance
equations, we have
P ðiÞ � ðps þ plÞ ¼ P ði� 1Þ � pl; i ¼ 1; . . . ; t

P ð0Þ � pl ¼ P ðtÞ þ
Pt�1

i¼1P ðiÞ � ps

(
:

ð2Þ
Hence, the steady-state distributions P(k) are given
as

P ð0Þ ¼ ð1� plÞ= 1� ptþ1
l

� �
P ðiÞ ¼ Pð0Þ � pk

l ; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t

(
: ð3Þ
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4.3. Communication overhead

To evaluate the communication overhead
between the GKM and nodes, we normalize the
expected communication overhead Ccomm by the
cost of sending the RefreshKey messages. Let Cinit

and Crefresh denote the communication cost for
transmitting InitGroupKey and RefreshKey message,
respectively. Let a = Cinit/Crefresh be the ratio of
communication cost of InitGroupKey to that of
RefreshKey. a > 1 since the InitGroupKey message
needs more bandwidth or resources than Refresh-
Key message. As discussed before, the GKM needs
to transmit the InitGroupKey message when a node
attaches to an active group session, or when all
nRKshave been used, or when a node has explicitly
requested RK. Note that in case 2, all nodes are
required to be reinitialized, while in cases 1 and 3,
only the specific node needs to be reinitialized by
being sent InitGroupKey message. Besides these
cases, GKM periodically broadcasts RefreshKey

messages. Therefore the expected communication
cost of a node is E½Ccomm� ¼ Cinit � ½1=nþ PðtÞþ
pj� þ Crefresh �

Pt�1
k¼0P ðkÞ, where pj denotes the proba-

bility when a node attaches to a group session. To
analyze the dynamic of RK update, we assume that
the frequency of attachment is low. According to
(3), the communication cost Ccomm can be normal-
ized with Crefresh as:

Ccomm ¼ a � ½1=nþ pt
l � P ð0Þ� þ

Xt�1

k¼0

pk
l � P ð0Þ: ð4Þ

If the value of Ccomm is close to 1, it indicates that
most RefreshKey messages should work well. By
contrast, if Ccomm is close to a, the protocol works
less efficiently.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between Ccomm and
the key buffer length t, where n = 500, pl = 0.1–0.5,
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Fig. 6. Normalized communication costs Ccomm vs. the key buffer
length t (n = 500, a = 10).
and a = 10. The choice of a implies that the cost of
transmitting and processing the InitGroupKey mes-
sage is higher than that of transmitting the Refresh-

Key message. It can be seen that the key-buffer
length t in each node determines the communication
cost. A larger t can significantly reduce the commu-
nication overhead.

4.4. Computation overhead

Since the GKM is usually a high-performance
server which is capable for heavy computation, we
only focus on the computation complexity required
in the nodes. The main computation overhead over
nodes is the hash computations per RefreshKey mes-
sage. Let Nh denote the number of hash computa-
tions per RefreshKey message. If there are k empty
slots, the corresponding conditional expected value
of Nh, E[Nhjk slots], can be derived as

E½N hjk slots� ¼
0 � pl þ ðk þ 1Þ � ð1� plÞ; ðk < tÞ
ðt þ 1Þ � pl þ ðt þ 1Þ � ps; ðk ¼ tÞ

�

¼
ðk þ 1Þ � ð1� plÞ; ðk < tÞ;
t þ 1; ðk ¼ tÞ:

�
ð5Þ

Then the expected value of Nh is

E½N h� ¼
Xt

k¼0

E½Nhjk slots� � P ðkÞ ¼ ðt þ 1Þ � P ð0Þ

� pt
l þ
Xt�1

k¼0

ðk þ 1Þ � ð1� plÞ � P ð0Þ � pk
l : ð6Þ

Fig. 7 depicts the computation cost Ccomp =
E[Nh] as a function of the key buffer length t, where
pl vary from 0.1 to 0.5 under the assumption of
n = 500. Fig. 7 also indicates that the computation
cost of each node is low, since each node only com-
putes less than two hash functions per RK refresh-
ment even in the worst case, e.g., pl = 0.5.
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Fig. 7. Computation costs of node vs. key buffer length t

(n = 500).
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From Figs. 6 and 7, the desirable number of key
buffer should satisfy t P 10 so that the normalized
communication or computation cost is lower and
in the range of 1–1.5, which indicates that the pro-
posed scheme is efficient in terms of communication
and computation overhead, even in high packet loss
or error rate environment.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a novel key dis-
tribution scheme for secure group communications
in WSNs. The scheme can offer two important secu-
rity properties: self-healing group key distribution,
which features periodic re-keying with implicit
authentication, efficient tolerance for the lost re-
keying messages, and seamless TEK switching with-
out disrupting ongoing data transmissions; and
time-limited group node revocation, so that the
forward and backward secrecy can be assured.
The performance analysis indicates that proposed
key distribution scheme is suitable for WSNs group
compunctions applications.
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